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The MTM Turbo-Digger is a light weighted pneumatic power tool. It can be divided into four 
components, handle, shaft, impact mechanism and insert tool. All these components can be 
combined in any thinkable way. With an average weight of about 5 kilograms and a length of 
about 120 cm including the regular insert spade the Turbo-Digger is as long and heavy  as 
a regular root spade, but more powerful.

MTM Turbo-Digger - nearly endless opportunities

Trench digging, street construction,  
municipality services and graveyard digging

Renovation and restoration, demolition, 
working with bitumen  and roofing

Farming, fence building, soil testing, setting up 
avalanche barriers

Compacting, moling, cutting roots and working in 
nursery



MTM Turbo-Digger - nearly endless opportunities



The T-handle is very good for digging or compacting small areas in combination with a com-
pactor plate. It can be used very well to remove surface layers in renovation business when 
working on tough floor coverings.

 Turbo-Digger D-Handle

 Turbo-Digger Lance-Handle

 Turbo-Digger Alu-Spade-Handle

The D-handle is the most comfortable version of all handles. A D-handle makes sense for 
digging or when working over head in renovation. It is very good whenever high precision is 
needed. 

The lance-handle is a good choice for people who work in renovation. It is very handy when 
removing wall papers or tiles. Some times the lance-handle is also used in excavating since 
it can be handled very easily and is quite light.

The aluminium-spade-handle is simillar to the classic handle of a spade. He provides good 
handling when working in landscaping as well as any other branche where digging is essen-
tial.

Original Turbo-Digger basic devices

Art.No.  TD2S1B00
Weight  4,5 kg
Price  1105,- €

Turbo-Digger T-Handle

Art.No.  TD4S1B00
Weight  4,2 kg
Price  1265,- €

Art.No.  TD1S1B00
Weight  3,0 kg
Price  910,- €

Art.No.  TD3S1B00
Weight  3,3 kg
Price  1165,- €
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Insert tools for a variety of tasks

digging...

scrapping...

compacting...

chiseling...

special insert tools...

The multifunctional Turbo-Digger devices are 
only complete with an appropriate insert tool. The 
three impact mechanisms have different power 
and tool connections. While the sizes S I and S 
II are equipped with a 14 mm hexagon pin, the 
S III version is reinforced with 18 mm tools. This 
results in a resistance of the mounting mandrel. 
The mandrel can be changed quickly thanks to 
its conical press-in connection. Tools, which are 
used for excavation, are basically forged from 
one piece and to withstand high forces.

The Turbo-Digger can be equipped with a scraper 
blade mount, which mounts elastic steel blades 
and can be used to remove surface coverings of 
ceiling, wall or floor, it the high flexibility makes it 
easy to remove hard or tough surfaces without 
damaging the lower layer.

The user has access to a wide range of compac-
ting tools to compact in narrow spaces, at edges 
and joints, or when he wants to create rammed 
earth walls.

If the operator has to deal with rocks during an 
excavation, or if it is necessary to penetrate li-
mestone, concrete, marble, asphalt or other hard, 
tough or brittle materials, the Turbo-Digger  can 
be equipped with a large number of chisels. The-
re is even a tool available, that helps to recreate 
natural structures when stone is cut with a saw 
leaving an unnatural edge.

A wide range of special tools is also available for 
wood cutting, root cutting, collecting soil samples 
and post driving.



Art.No.  VS000002

Weight   21,4 kg

Price  675,- €

 No 6

 No 20

 Excavation, landscaping, municipality services

Excavation

Tool boxes: Proposals for professionals

This enlarged tool box set is for a wide range of municipality services. It focuses on digging and 
excavation in tough and stony ground. 

The well priced tool box for digging The forged insert spade is very tough and long lasting. Perso-
nal protection gear is included for the safety of the user.
The tool boxes are available for every Turbo-Digger model.

Art.No.  VS000001

Weight   21,4 kg

Price  490,- €

Build your own customized tool box and get 10% discount on the regular list price!
valid when ordering at least 3 insert tools. For more information ask our customer support!

The following tool boxes do not include a basic device. The basic device must be 
ordered in addition, if needed!

Tool box content
basic accessory: gloves, oiler, 10 m air hose, ear protection, safety goggles, special lubrication 50 ml
Tools: 150 mm insert spade

Tool box content
basic accessory: gloves, oiler, 10 m air hose, ear protection, safety goggles, special lubrication 50 ml
Tools: 150 mm insert spade,  point chisel, flat chisel, 120 mm delta chisel



Art.No.  VS000004

Weight  21,4 kg
Price  1040,- €

Art.No.  VS000003

Weight   21,4 kg

Price  865,- €

 No 14Excavation, demolition, renovation and compacting

This tool box is especially combined for demolition and working with half-timbered constructions. 
We recommend an impact mechanism S II, which is more powerful. Of course, it is very handy 
in landscaping or apartement construction.  

 No 11Painter working and roofing

This tool box is especially made for roofing and renovation  The forged scraper is very resistant 
to abrasion, and the thin blades can be sharpened and exchanged after use very easily.  

Build your own customized tool box and get 10% discount on the regular list price!
valid when ordering at least 3 insert tools. For more information ask our customer support!

Tool box content
basic accessory: gloves, oiler, 10 m air hose, ear protection, safety goggles, special lubrication 50 ml
Tools: 150 mm insert spade,  point chisel, flat chisel, 120 mm delta chisel, rectangular compactor plate 115 mm, 
round compactor plate 70 mm 

Tool box content
basic accessory: gloves, oiler, 10 m air hose, ear protection, safety goggles, special lubrication 50 ml
Tools: 150 mm forged scraper,  point chisel, flat chisel, 120 mm delta chisel, scraper mount, scraper blades 90, 120, 150 mm



 Scrapers and blades  blunt  / (sharpened) 
 

 scraper mount   
  
 with mounting mandrel,  MT14X02002 B: 100 158,00  
 and screws for blades MT18X02002    162,00  
    

 scraper blades  
  
 small edge to remove surface coverings MT00X02023 B: 70 30,50 
  MT00X02004  (34,50) 
 

   
  MT00X02024 B: 90  30,25  
  MT00X02005  (34,25) 
 

   
 plaster, tiles, concrete 
 and MT00X02011 B: 100 31,80  
 road marking MT00X02006  (35,80) 
 

  
  MT00X02012 B: 120 32,80  
  MT00X02007  (36,80) 
 

  
 rubber, carpet, cork,  
 PVC, linoleum, paint, glue, bitumen; MT00X02013 B: 160 40,00  
 fiberglass wallpaper MT00X02008  (44,00) 
 

  
  MT00X02014 B: 200 41,50  
  MT00X02009  (46,50) 
 

 
 Insulation, dirt, 
 industrial foam MT00X02015 B: 250 47,60  
 and lighter materials MT00X02010  (52,60) 
 

  
 vertical blade for cutting carpet 
 sharpened on both sides MT00X03005  35,20 
 

 
 
 parquet shield MT00X02022 B: 100 85,80 
 
  

 
 vertical blade holder 
  
  MT00X03001 B: 100 141,90  
  
 

 

Tools Tools with 14 mm hexagon pin
Tools with 18 mm hexagon pin

Name Article No. Dimension Price in €
  mm



Tools

 Chisel and digging tools 
 

  150 mm scraper, forged  
  
 to remove bitumen MT14X02023 B: 150 mm 165,00   
 and for roofing MT18X02023 B: 150 mm  169,00 
 

 delta chisel  
  
 For chalk, potassium carbonate, parquet, MT14X04001 B: 80 mm 115,00 
 tiles, stone plates, mineral concrete  
  
   

  
  MT14X04002 B: 120 mm 165,00   
 

  
  MT18X04003 B: 150 mm  228,00 
 
 

 point chisel 
  
 stone work, concrete, chalk,  MT14X04004  43,00 
 arenite, rock MT18X04004   47,00 
  

 flat chisel 
  
 concrete, mortared tiles,  MT14X04005 B: 25 mm 45,00 
 brick walls  
     

  
  MT14X04006 B: 40 mm 55,00 
    
 
     
  MT18X04007 B: 50 mm  82,50 
 

  
 probe hole maker 
 
 making holes for posts or piles  MT14X07001 Ø: 45 mm 169,40  
 building fences MT18X07001 L: 500 mm  173,40 
 

  
 guide sleeve 
 
 for pile and post driving  MT14X07004 Ø: 35 mm 170,50  
 of different diamaters MT18X07004   174,50 
  
 

 
  MT14X07006 Ø: 60 mm 188,10   
  MT18X07006   192,10 
 
  

Name Article No. Dimension Price in €
  mm



 schovel 
  
 conventional shovel for digging  MT14X05001 400/200 210,00  
 excavation, to loosen clay  MT18X05001   214,00 
 cutting bamboo roots    

  
 insert spade, standard version 
  
 good for digging  MT14X05007 400/130 195,00  
 in hard soil MT18X05007   199,00 
  

  
 
  MT14X05008 400/150 210,00  
  MT18X05008   214,00 
   

 root spade extra long mounting mandrel  
  MT18X05010 500/150 230,00 
  MT18X05010 510/150  234,00 
 special design to cut deep laying roots   
 

 root spade with scissor cut 
  
 to cut smaller roots MT14X05011 400/150 223,40  
  MT18X05011   227,40 
 

 root spade with trapezius cut    
 
 to cut bigger roots and bamboo roots MT14X05012 400/150 210,00  
  MT18X05012   214,00 
   

 plant bale spade   
  
   MT14X05013 400/200 335,00  
  MT18X05013   339,00 
  
 
 compactor plate, round 
  
 to compact mineral concrete,  MT14X06001 Ø: 70  95,00 
 soil, filling material, etc. MT18X06001 110/130  99,00 
 

    
  MT14X06002 Ø: 100  109,50 
  MT18X06002 110/130  113,50  
 

 
  
 compactor plate, square   
   MT14X06006 115/115 115,00  
  MT18X06006 L: 110/L: 130  119,00 
 

 
 pipeline compactor  
   250 
 well used in construction to compact   MT14X06016 Ø: 50 213,40  
 along power lines, sewers, trenches, etc. MT18X06016 L:140/L:160  217,40 
     

Tools Tools with 14 mm hexagon pin
Tools with 18 mm hexagon pin

Name Article No. Dimension Price in €
  mm



 
 Adapter  
 
 claw coupling 3/8 inches, quick change  MT00X13005  45,00 
 air fitting for big compressors 

 claw coupling 3/8 inch, 2 x  
 quick change air fitting  MT00X13006  59,50 
    

  
 claw coupling 3/8 inch, 3 x  MT00X13009  70,00 
 quick change air fitting  
 

 
 air fitting for trucks MT00X13011  76,45  
  
 
 pressure regulator   
  
 with quick change air fittings MT00X13012  76,45 
 pressure range of 0,5-10 bar 
     

 lubricator, big with quick change air     
 fitting for maintenance and lubrication  MT00Y13013  95,90 
  
 
 lubricator, small with quick change air 
 fitting for permanent lubrication for  MT00X13013  75,90 
 air powered tools 

 special oil for pneumatic tools   
 reduces abrasion  MT00X13014 50 ml 3,20 
 eco friendly 

 special oil for pneumatic tools   
  MT00X13015 1000 ml 18,90 
  MT00Y13015 5000 ml 84,90 

 additional handle 
 
 
 

for better control of your device MT00X13016  195,00

       
 hose on metal reel 
 
 air hose Ø:10 mm  MT00X11001 L: 30 m 208,00 
 complete with quick change air fitting   
 

 air hose   
         
 Ø:10 mm, flexible with  MT00X11003 L: 10 m 50,00 
 fabric reinforcement 
 
 
    
 fold hose   
         
 light and strong 
   MT00X11005 L: 10 m 110,00 
 including claw coupling ¾ Zoll 
 

   
   MT00X11006 L: 20 m 215,00 

Accessory
Name Article No. Dimension Price in €
  mm



Gasoline compressors are independent of a power source and are usually powered by a highly reliable Honda 
motor. The result is a good performance in delivering oompressed air on the open field and are very handy whe-
never access to electricity is not given.

Gasoline compressors

PTO compressors are a convenient way to generate compressed air, for example via a tractor‘s PTO, which ma-
kes sense in the area of agriculture and forestry. Condensation is automatically separated from the compressed 
air which is granted by an anti-condensation system. The PTO compressors are particularly for operation injecti-
on devices as well as pneumatic cutting scissors, which are often used in vineyards.

PTO Compressors

gasoline compressor 
456gasoline compressor 

1260

PTO Compressor 2800

PTO Compressor 900

Weight  53 kg

Air delivery (compressor) 450 l/min

Price  1990 €

Length/width/height (cm) 45/50/60

Fuel gasoline

Weight  240 kg

Air delivery (compressor) 1260 l/min

Price  6490 €

Length/width/height (cm) 120/60/110

Fuel gasoline

The 456 is small, handy, light 
and mobile. It is ideal for 
operating a Turbo-Digger 
or a smaller pile driver 
far away from a power 
source

Due to its gear 
reduction and the 
off-road capability, 
the 1260 is ideal 
for aeration, tree 
care and lawn 
care. The adjusta-
ble pressure of up to 12 bar even 
allows the operation of pneu-
matic scissors.

Weight  430 kg

Air delivery  2800 l/min

Price  8250 €

Length/width/height (cm) 110/100/120

Fuel 3-Pt-PTO

Weight  125 kg

Air delivery  900 l/min

Price  2495 €

Length/width/height (cm) 100/80/110

Fuel 3-Pt-PTO

Article No. MT00X12005

Article No. MT00X12010

Article No. MT00X12001

Article No. MT00X12008



PTO Compressor 900

Mobile working station 3

This system, which was developed primarily for the municipal sector, offers 
high performance and easy handling for working in various areas. Due to 
the several additional tools and the shorter design of the basic Turbo-Digger 
unit, it is particularly suitable for setting up posts. For this purpose, it has a 
T-shaped handle for good handling, as well as an additional piercing bar plus 
an guide sleeve for the Turbo-Digger.

Product coverage:
- Compressor  (MT00X12001)
- Basic TD   (TD4S2B00)
- Insert spade 150 mm  (MT14X05008)
- Hose10m   (MT00X11003)

Product coverage:
- Compressor  (MT00X12001)
- Basic TD   (TD4S3B00P)
- Insert spade 150 mm  (MT18X05008)
- Point chisel  (MT18X04004)
- Flat chisel    (MT18X04007)
- Hose 10m   (MT00X11003)

With the decision to buy a mobile working station you decide to be independent from any power source, when 
using your Turbo-Digger in the open field. Compressor, hose and insert tools are combined in one handy machi-
ne so work can begin immediately without any delay.

Mobile working stations: 
Compressor, hoses and tools, all in one

Article No.           KA000003

Mobile working station 1

This basic combination offers all the advantages of a compact mobile wor-
king station and is equipped with a Turbo-Digger with D-handle for comfor-
table working. It has a medium-strength S II impact mechanism for sufficiant 
power. The 80 cm device length enable to work as with a normal hand 

Mobile working station 2

This up-graded version is a great choice for real professionals who want to 
work professionally and independent from electric power sources. The com-
pact system has a powerful and nearly unbreakable S III impact mechanism 
including an aluminum handle and a anti vibration, as well as a wider range 
of insertion tools.

Weight  53 kg

Air delivery (compressor) 450 l/min

Price  4495,- €

Strikes (Turbo-Digger) 2300/min

Fuel gasoline

Weight  59 kg

Air delivery (compressor) 450 l/min

Price  4995,- €

Strikes (Turbo-Digger) 2100/min

Fuel gasoline

Weight  71 kg

Air delivery (compressor) 450 l/min

Price  5690,- €

Strikes (Turbo-Digger) 2100/min

Fuel gasoline

Product coverage:
- Compressor  (MT00X12001)
- Basic TD   (TD2S3B00P)
- Insert spade 150 mm  (MT18X05008)
- Point chisel  (MT18X04004)
- Guide sleeve 60 mm (MT18X07006)
- Compactor plate 115 mm (MT18X06006)
- Pierce bar 30 mm (MT18X07007)
- Hose 10m   (MT00X11003)

Article No.           KA000002

Article No.           KA000001



The MTM pile drivers are pneumatically operated devices that enable to drive posts and piles into the ground. The risk of injury due to pile breakage, as it can occur when pushing in with an excavator, is excluded. 
The permanent mechanical stress on arms and shoulders does not occure.

MTM pile drivers are available for almost all sizes, from 30 mm to 250 mm.

Almost every material can be driven in. Pre-drilling or digging is obsolete, and should the subsoil be too hard due to stones, dryness, forestry or mineral build-up, it can be pre-punched or punched with little 
effort and simple auxiliary tools, with no need to resort to other equipment.

Snow posts and street signs

Garden fences, cattle fences

Vineyars, fruit farming and well drilling 

Landscaping and nursery as well as 
collecting soil samples 

MTM Post drivers 
Safe und ergonomic 



The MTM pile drivers are pneumatically operated devices that enable to drive posts and piles into the ground. The risk of injury due to pile breakage, as it can occur when pushing in with an excavator, is excluded. 
The permanent mechanical stress on arms and shoulders does not occure.

MTM pile drivers are available for almost all sizes, from 30 mm to 250 mm.

Almost every material can be driven in. Pre-drilling or digging is obsolete, and should the subsoil be too hard due to stones, dryness, forestry or mineral build-up, it can be pre-punched or punched with little 
effort and simple auxiliary tools, with no need to resort to other equipment.



Air consumption: 350 l/min

Air consumption: 600 l/min

Over view: The most important post driver types

The MPR K with its S III impact mechanism is clearly 
the best choice to set up small posts like snow posts. 
It works very well in fruit farming and viniculture. It can 
be used for piles up to 70 mm. The low weight and 
the quickly changeable sleeve makes working very 
comfortable.

Especially well tubes can be installed very easily with 
the PRH 4. Due to its design it is easy to transport 
and it enables ramming in piles and posts down to the 
edge of the sleeve, quite handy to ramm in posts very 
deeply.

The compact design of the PR 10 saves both costs 
and weight, and it also allows to ramm in piles with a 
diameter of 90 mm down to the lower edge of the 
sleeve.

The PRK 10 proves itself excellently in fence building 
as well as in landscaping and nursery. 
The grips and handles enable working with large posts.
High performance with piles up to a diameter of 90 
mm, for example for stabilizing new planted trees.

Weight:   8,5 kg

Weight:   10 kg

Art. No:   PR010500 

Art. No:   PR030100 

Sleeve Øreg:  60 mm

Sleeve Øreg.:  90 mm

Price €:   2195,-

Price €:   1990,- 

MPR K

PR 10

Air consumption: 450 l/min

Weight:   14,5 kg

Art. No:   PR020200 

Sleeve Øreg.:  60 mm

Price €:   1990,-

PRH 4

Air consumption: 600 l/min

Weight:   14,8 kg

Art. No:   PR030300 

Sleeve Øreg.:  90 mm

Price €:   2195,-

PRK 10



Air consumption: 1200 l/min

Air consumption: 1000 l/min

Over view: The most important post driver types

The PR 26 S a more powerfull piledriver. The ram 
is placed on the pile and works automatically after 
opening the trigger valve. It drives in piles and posts 
up to 120 mm in diameter without pre-drilling into the 
ground being necessary.

The PR 24 is the classic free riding pile driver. The 
ram is placed on the pile and works automatically after 
opening the trigger valve. The powerful strikes of the 
piston drives in pile up to 90 mm in diameter without 
pre-drilling into the ground. The sleeve can be chan-
ged easily.

The PR 100 is mainly used in special civil enginee-
ring. It enables the driving in of piles up to 180 mm. Of 
course, the sleeve can be exchanged easily. Lager dia-
merters are possible. Operation is only possible with a 
high-performance compressor.

The PR 40 is considered a heavy duty pile driver and 
should be lifted by a lifting device or an earthwork de-
vice like an excavater or a wheel loader. 
The strong PR 40 is suitable for special projects such 
as bank fortifications and bridge construction.

An air hose with a shut off valve is included when ordering a free riding pile driver. 
For all other pile drivers we recommend to have certified and tested air hoses rea-
dy for using them to a pressure up to 20 bar.

Weight:   26 kg

Weight:   24 kg

Art. No:   PR050100 

Art. No:   PR040100 

Sleeve Ø reg.:  110 mm

Sleeve Ø reg.:  90 mm

Price €:   2290,-

Price €:   1920,-

PR 26 S

PR 24

Air consumption: 1400 l/min

Weight:   40 kg

Art. No:   PR060100 

Sleeve Ø reg.:  130 mm

Price €:   2390,-

PR 40

Air consumption: 3500 l/min

Weight:   95 kg

Art. No:   PR090100 

Sleeve Ø reg.:  180 mm

Price €:   5990,-

PR 100



The soil injection devices of MTM Spindler & Schmid GmbH are special machines for the general improvement of above-ground vegetation. They enable to inject, air, water and nutrients 
directly into the soil, thereby improving the growth conditions for trees and shrubs. Compressed air loosens the ground and makes nutrients available again for roots, standing moisture 
can flow away and the exchange between atmospheric air and soil air is sustainably improved.

MTM soil injection devices: Ameliorating soil conditions and re-vitalizing trees.

Tree care, side green improvement and 
melting salt binding

Lawn and garden care, farmes and agricultural 
application

Graveyards, cemeteries and parks, horse 
paddocks and racing grounds

Vineyards and fruit farming, revitalizing of old fruit 
trees



The soil injection devices of MTM Spindler & Schmid GmbH are special machines for the general improvement of above-ground vegetation. They enable to inject, air, water and nutrients 
directly into the soil, thereby improving the growth conditions for trees and shrubs. Compressed air loosens the ground and makes nutrients available again for roots, standing moisture 
can flow away and the exchange between atmospheric air and soil air is sustainably improved.

MTM soil injection devices: Ameliorating soil conditions and re-vitalizing trees.



The Turbo Jet T J 35 W is the standard version of an air spade. This is 
not just an oversized air pistol. Inside the cylindrical body lays the secret 
of this machine. An impulse piston accelerates the air up to super sonic 
speed and lets it flow out pulsating. As a result, underground structures 
can be exposed effortlessly and without damage, such as pipes and 
tubes in civil engineering or roots in landscaping. Damaged cables and 
associated recourse claims are a thing of the past with this machine. 
Deep aeration without root damage is also possible.

The MTM Turbo Terra Air (TTA) is the first injection device which is 
equipped with an impact mechanism and is able to aerate soil. It is a re-
liable machine for professional and beginners in soil aeration and helps 
to decompact compacted soil. For a sensible operation 600 l / min of air 
is necessary, but of course the impact mechanism works with only 300 l / 
min.The modular design offers the possibility for expansions and upgra-
des to subsequently inject liquids and solid materials.
The TTA is available in two different impact mechansism sizes and with 
different probes.

Air consumption min.: 2 m3/min
Weight:   5,0 kg
Art. No.:    IT001002 

Probe-Ø:  22 mm

Injection depth:  90 cm
Material size max.: -

Price €:   1880,-

Air consumption min.: 300 l/min
Weight:   9,5 kg
Art. No.:    IT001003 

Probe-Ø:  22 mm

Injection depth:  50 cm
Material size max.: -

Price €:   2150,-

Air consumption min.: 330 l/min
Weight:   11,5 kg
Art. No.:    IT001004

Probe-Ø:  25 mm

Injection depth:  70 cm
Material size max.: -

Price €:   2440,-

TTA 2 TTA 

TJ 35 W

Injection devices: Air injection



Tools

1 Impact mechanism
1 Injection probe 50 cm

Protection gear

1 Pair of protection gloves
1 Safety goggles
1 Ear plugs

Accessory 

1 Lubricator
1 Lubrication
1 Air hose
1 Metal tool box

Specialty

- strong impact mechanism with 
anti vibration

Tools

1 Impact mechanism
1 Injection probe 70 cm

Protection gear

1 Pair of protection gloves
1 Safety goggles
1 Ear plugs

Accessory 

1 Lubricator
1 Lubrication
1 Air hose
1 Metal tool box

Specialty

- extra strong impact mechanism 
with anti vibration

MTM Aeration Basic-SETs in Tool Box

Injection devices: Air injection

Art. No:    IT00KS02
Price €:   3020,-

Art. No:    IT00KS04
Price €:   3425,-

The Revita is a machine to inject solid materials of bigger size in moderate 
amount. It is very good to do punctual amelioration fo soil conditions to increa-
se harvest or general growth. It is used in fruit farming or tree care, municipa-
lity services when taking care of golf courses or public parcs. Standing mois-
ture can be removed quickly. A compressor that delivers about 300 l/min is 
sufficiant to make the impact mechanism work but to inject solid materials the 
compressor should deliver about 2,5 m3.
The container can be filled with 1,8 liters of material. The Revita is available in 
two different impact mechanism strengths.

*Feststoffbehälter bei Lieferung aus Metall

Air consumption min.: 300 l/min
Weight:   15,5 kg
Art. No.:    IT002002 

Probe-Ø:  22 mm

Injection depth:  70 cm
Material size max.: 5 mm

Price €:   3950,-

Air consumption min.: 330 l/min
Weight:   16,5 kg
Art. No.:    IT002003

Probe-Ø:  25 mm

Injection depth:  70 cm
Material size max.: 5 mm

Price €:   4420,-

Revita 2Revita



The Terramat is able to apply both liquids and so-
lids in a single operation without a conversion pro-
cess. The control unit on the injection unit can be 
used to control the injection either of air or water. 
Water and air can break up the soil, solid nutrients 
or supporting grain can be injected immediately.
Although the hammer mechanism is ready for ope-
ration with an air flow of 450 l / min, a compressor 
with at least 3.5 m3 / min is recommended for the 
use of the device‘s full potential.

The TerraTree 20 C is an excellent device for 
growth improvement and yield increase on the field 
of tree and green area maintenance, as well as for 
deep aeration of cemetery area.
It is a high volume solids injection machine, good 
for long term operation without having to refill the 
20 liter capacity container that can be carried on 
the back.
The separate container can be easily transported 
even when filled and is equipped with a comforta-
ble carrying system that also allows to operate the 
machine when the container is standing several 
meters away from the user. All control valves are 
located on the injection unit for comfortable work.

Injection devices: Material injection

Air consumption min.: 330 l/min
Weight:   24,5 kg
Art. No:    IT002010

Probe-Ø:  22 mm

Injection depth:  70 cm
Material size max.: 5 mm

Price €:   5590,-

TerraTree 20 C

Air consumption min.: 450 l/min
Weight:   75 kg
Art. No:    IT002008

Probe-Ø:  30 mm

Injection depth:  70 cm
Material size max.: 8 mm

Price €:   12950,-

Terramat



The Biolift 1260 is the non plus ultra of the MTM 
machines in the injection of gases and liquids to 
increase yield, with completely self-sufficient ope-
ration. It is a product of first choice when it comes 
to liquid fertilizers, direct irrigation, or improving 
gas exchange between soil and atmosphere. 
Ideal for wide areas the gear-driven self-propelled 
compressor can reach a speed of 4 km/h. The flow 
rate of the membrane pump is 52 liters of water per 
minute. With an engine output of 13 hp, the com-
pressor delivers 1260 l / min and the Biolift 1260 
also has additional quick change connections for 
other pneumatic devices.

The Bioliftmodul is designed to inject water and soil 
improving fluids when using an external compres-
sor.
Aeartion only without using water is possible at any 
time, as it is with all the MTM injection devices. The 
use of water maximizes fracture building in tough 
and compacted soil. Especially in dry regions, the 
Biolift module is the indispensable professional tool 
for increasing yields in agriculture, or to improve 
soil conditions in tree care or lawn care. The fluid 
pump moves 52 liters of water per minute, while for 
the operation of the Biolift module a compressor 
with 750 l/min should be available. The user can 
work within a radius of 20 m.

Injection devices: Material injection

Air consumption min.: 300 l/min
Weight:   29 kg
Art. No:    IT002004

Probe-Ø:  22 mm

Injection depth:  70 cm
Material size max.: 2,5 mm

Price €:   5990,-

Bioliftmodul

Air consumption min.: - l/min
Weight:   269 kg
Art. No:    IT002005

Probe-Ø:  22 mm

Injection depth:  70 cm
Material size max.: 2,5 mm

Price €:   12880,-

Biolift 1260



head piece, hexagon included for 
TTA and Revita

injection pipe, headpiece, splash  
protection, water adapter

injection pipe inlcuding headpiece  
and splash protection

triple needle mount for  area-wide 
injection of air and liquids

parallel container for solid material  
with injection steel pipe for TTA upgrade

parallel container for triple needle 
mount to inject liquids

L: 50 / 70 cm
Ø 22 mm 

L: 70 / 90cm
Ø 24-26 mm

L: 50 / 70 cm
Ø 22 mm

L:70 / 90 cm 
Ø 24-26 mm

Lanze / probe
L: 70 cm
Ø 22 mm

L: 50 cm 

Nadeln / 
needles 
L: 15 cm

Lanze / probe
L: 50 cm 
Nadeln / 
needles 
L: 15 cm

365,-
 369,-

690 ,- / 740,-

870,- / 920,-

848,- / 898,-

 
1028,- / 1078,-

2240,-
 2315,-

1250,-

2590,-

IT004025

water hose with non-return valve incl. 
water adapter and stop cock

158,-

IT004019 / ...4020

IT004021 / ...4022

IT004015 / ...4016

IT004017 / ...4018

IT004023

IT003001
IT183001

IT003002

IT004026

 
splash proctection plate TTA II / Terra 
Tree including chaine 60 cm and screws

 
splash proctection plate TTA  including  
chaine 40 cm and screws

IT003012

IT003013

215-

175-

Accessory and spare parts for injection devices

Name    Article No.              Dimension         Price in €

Tools with 14 mm hexagon
Tools with 18 mm hexagon



 

 
steel pipe for TJ and RW

steel pipe for TTA / Revita

steel pipe for TTA 2 / Revita 2

hose package for Terramat 
6 hoses

hose package for Bioinjector 
3 hoses

L: 10 m

L: 7,5 m

950,-

1590,-

L: 98 cm
Ø 22 mm

L: 50 / 70 cm
Ø 22 mm

L: 90 / 120 cm
Ø 22 mm

L: 70 / 90 cm
Ø 24-26 mm

L: 120 / 150 cm
Ø 24-26 mm

315,- / 365,-

515,- / 615,-

220,- / 270,-

320,- / 470,-

135,-

steel pipe for Terramat,Terra Tree

L: 70 / 90 cm
Ø 30 mm

 

L: 120 / 150 cm
Ø 30 mm

 

345,- / 395,-
      
    
645,- / 745,-

 
splash protection for TJ and RW

H: 20 cm 135,-RW003101

IT004003 / ...4004

IT004005 / ...4006

IT004001

IT004011 / ...4012

IT004013 / ...4014

IT004007 / ...4008

IT004009 / ...4010

IT003003

IT003005

 
 
head piece Terramat

IT003010 176,-

 
head piece, hexagon included for  
TTA W/D

IT003009 495,-

Name    Article No.              Dimension         Price in €



LOOSENING COMPACTED SOIL  
 
PERFORMANCE OF 3,5 M3/MIN  

NO DAMAGED POWERLINES   

NO DAMAGEED ROOTS

SWIRLING AIRFLOW    

MTM TuRBO JET

The Turbo Jet generates a pulsating air stream, which can gently expose pipes and root systems. The super 
sonic air stream. Regardless of whether you need to clean joints, or if you want to loosen hard soils for suction 
excavaters. The 3.5 cubic meters of air per minute are precisely and safely placed and lead to the best possible 
effect. 

MTM Turbo Jet: 
No more damaged power lines



TECHNICAL DATA
 
Up to 3 times super sonic speed, 60 Hz pulsating air stream due to highly effective 
impuls generator 
 
Length (cm): 120 (standard) 
Weight (kg): 5,0 (stadard)
Air consumption (m3): 2,0 bis 3,5
Air pressure (bar): 4,0 bis 8,0

MTM Turbo Jet: 
No more damaged power lines

Splash protection for safe 
working conditions

Additional up-grades for working with 
water and fertilizers

Safe trigger including 
handguard

Weight (total) 11 kg

Price  1990,- €
Air consumption  3,5 m3/min

Art.Nr TJ001002

Getting the MTM Turbo Jet in a comfortable tool box 
is probably the best way to be flexible and keep things 
together. Of course, the personal protection gear is 
included.



unser Partner /  
our partner:

MTM Spindler & Schmid GmbH
Weberstr. 53
D-72535 Heroldstatt
Fon: + 49 (0) 7389 600
Fax: + 49 (0) 7389 390
mtm@mtm-spindler-gmbh.de
www.mtm-products.com
www.mtm-spindler-gmbh.de 

Like us 
on 
Facebook!

Made 
    in 
             Germany


